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Abstract. Deploying solid state drives (SSDs) in RAID configurations
can leverage the performance of persistent storage systems into a new
dimension. However, the Achilles’ heel of SSDs and, therefore, also SSD
RAIDs is their write performance, especially for small random requests.
To prevent a degradation of the write throughput, it is important to
maintain an adequate amount of free flash capacity. This can be ensured by over-provisioning and additionally encouraged by notifying the
utilized SSDs of storage space no longer required (e.g., because the occupying file was deleted) using the TRIM command. However, many current
hardware and software RAID implementations do not propagate TRIM
commands to their member drives at all and especially not in RAID
setups using parity information to increase the reliability. This leads to
a severe limitation of the intention behind the TRIM command because
parity-based RAIDs are part of many persistent storage systems.
In this report, we discuss the issues of enabling TRIM support in SSD
RAIDs and explain how TRIM can be incorporated into RAID implementations for commonly used RAID levels.
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Introduction

A single solid state drive (SSD) can today exhibit a performance that was previously only possible with a Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) setup
consisting of a bunch of enterprise-class SAS hard disk drives. By deploying
SSDs in RAID configurations, the performance can be elevated to even much
higher levels. SSDs employ NAND-flash memory, whose technological properties require to perform updates of the stored data out-of-place, meaning that
the new content is stored in another physical part of the memory. This way of
processing data updates necessitates to reclaim the storage capacity occupied by
the outdated data when free storage space is becoming scarce. However, most
filesystems only update their metadata when a file is deleted and do not perform further modifications of the allocated storage space until it is reused in

order to store new data. Due to this fact, an SSD will normally have no information about which part of its storage space contains obsolete data and could,
therefore, be reclaimed. Consequently, the storage capacity considered to be free
will be smaller than it is, which is unfavorable because the amount of free flash
capacity is a major factor determining write performance, in particular for small
random writes. In order to tackle this issue, the TRIM command was introduced
for SSDs that are equipped with the Serial Advanced Technology Attachment
(SATA) interface. In systems using the Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) interface a
similar functionality is offered through the commands UNMAP and WRITE SAME.
The TRIM command allows to notify an SSD about storage space whose content is obsolete. This works without stint provided that no further intermediate
software layers, like software RAID drivers or logical volume managers, are interposed. To the best of our knowledge the Device Mapper RAID in Linux is
the only RAID implementation, which currently supports TRIM commands, but
only for parity-less RAID configurations (RAID 0, RAID 1 and RAID 10). The
authors of this report are not aware of any RAID implementation that supports TRIM in parity-based RAID setups. Currently available hardware RAID
controllers also do not propagate TRIM commands to the member drives. Due to
lacking support, the TRIM command provides at present no advantage in many
persistent storage systems that are in use.
This report focuses on SATA-based storage systems, where hardware or software RAID implementations are interposed between a filesystem and the SSD
devices. The objective is to incorporate the support for TRIM commands into
such storage systems in order to improve the write throughput by facilitating
the garbage collection mechanism of the deployed SSDs. The TRIM command is
specified by the Serial ATA standard [14] since it was proposed back in 2007 [13].
Each TRIM command comprises at least one Logical Block Addressing (LBA)
range consisting of a starting sector and the number of sectors, which can be
considered as unallocated. A TRIM command issued to a RAID device must be
translated similarly to write requests to be properly processed by all affected
member drives. Additionally, the parity information has to be maintained in
RAID configurations like RAID 5 or RAID 6, which is potentially more complicated than for write requests due to the implementation of the TRIM command
inside an SSD.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows. We provide the technical background on SSDs, the TRIM command and RAIDs in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3,
we explain how TRIM can be incorporated into common RAID organizations. We
consider the integration of the TRIM command into operating systems as well
as the current technical limitations of the TRIM command. Finally, we discuss
the introduced approach for TRIM support in SSD RAIDs in Sect. 4 and give an
overview of our further work.
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Technical Background

This section provides the required technical foundations of Solid State Drives
(SSDs), the TRIM command as well as of the Redundant Array Of Independent
Disks (RAID) technique.
2.1

Solid State Drives

SSDs employ NAND-flash memory for persistent storage of data. NAND-flash
memory is internally organized in blocks comprising multiple pages that represent
the smallest writable data portions. The capacity of a single flash page ranges
from 512 bytes to several kilobytes and one flash block consists usually of 64
or 128 flash pages. Flash memory exposes two crucial properties: Each flash
memory cell has to be erased before programming and the number of erase cycles
is limited. The actual limit depends on the particular type of flash memory and
can range from several thousands to a million erase cycles. Due to these flash
memory characteristics, a NAND-flash page has also to be erased before data can
be written to it. Erases are performed on whole NAND-flash block erasing all its
pages in parallel. A block erasure takes significantly longer than programming
or reading of a page. For brevity, we will use the term “flash memory” instead
of “NAND-flash memory” for the remainder of this report.
The limited endurance of flash memory is addressed by wear leveling, which
ensures that erase operations are balanced over all blocks. When the content
of a single flash page would have to be changed in-place, it would be necessary
to save the data of all the other pages, erase the flash block, write the saved
data back and write the new content to the mentioned page. To avoid this
unnecessary burden, the new content of the page is written into an empty page
and the old page is marked as invalid. This requires to keep information about the
mapping between logical addresses of data and the corresponding physical flash
pages. This mapping is managed by the flash translation layer (FTL) usually
implemented in the firmware of the SSD controller. Consequently, each flash
page is always in one of these three states: empty, valid or invalid. An empty
page has been erased and is, thus, writable. A valid page contains valid data
that is passed to the host if the page is read. An invalid page contains outdated
data. To avoid exhausting all empty pages, the invalidated pages have to be
reclaimed. This is done by the garbage collection mechanism, which is usually also
implemented in the firmware of the SSD controller. It first copies the contents of
valid pages within a block to another block and subsequently erases the particular
block. For this reason, the garbage collection incurs additional page writes within
the SSD compared to the write operations issued by the host, leading to write
amplification [3]. In order to deliver a high write throughput, write amplification
must be limited. One effective approach is to guarantee a substantial amount of
free flash pages by over-provisioning. This approach increases the spare capacity
that equals to the difference between the physical capacity of the flash memory
of an SSD and the capacity advertised to the host’s operating system.
3

2.2

The TRIM Command

In contrast to SSDs, Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) can update data in place without
a significant reduction of their life time and without performing additional read
or write operations decreasing the throughput of the drive. This characteristic
of HDDs has led to the situation that filesystems usually only update their
metadata when a file is deleted leaving the content of the corresponding storage
space untouched until it is allocated to another file. While this remains without
consequences for HDDs, it prevents SSDs from considering the corresponding
flash pages as invalid (cf. Sect. 2.1) and reclaiming them to increase the amount
of empty flash pages. The SSD only becomes aware that the page’s data is
invalid, when the corresponding logical address is referenced next time by a
write request.
For SSDs using the SATA interface as interconnection to host bus adapters,
the TRIM command was proposed back in 2007 [13] in order to rectify this situation. Since then, the TRIM command is incorporated into the SATA standard [12, 14]. This command allows the filesystem to notify the SSD controller
of a logical address range whose content can be considered as obsolete. Within
the SATA standard, addresses are specified according to the Logical Block Addressing (LBA) scheme. The LBA scheme addresses the storage capacity of a
device by a linear mapping of sectors, whereby a sector represents the smallest addressable unit. With each TRIM command, at least one LBA range has to
be provided, where each LBA range consists of a starting address (LBA sector
number) and the number of sectors that shall be trimmed beginning with the
given LBA sector number [14]. The maximum number of LBA ranges allowed
per TRIM command depends on the used SSD, while the range length is limited
to 65, 535 sectors.
The main drawback of the TRIM command is its interaction with commands
that rely on Native Command Queuing (NCQ), which is an important feature
introduced by the SATA standard in order to increase the performance of storage
devices. NCQ permits to issue up to 32 read or write commands simultaneously
to a SATA device. It was originally introduced to provide SATA HDDs with the
ability to reorder read and write requests within the command queue to minimize the read/write head movement and, hence, increase the throughput. This
technique is also beneficial for SSDs because it permits to utilize more than one
flash memory chip at once by serving multiple read or write requests concurrently. However, the TRIM command cannot be queued using NCQ and would
cause a cancellation of queued commands when issued while NCQ-enabled commands are processed [12, 14]. This introduces a performance penalty when a
series of queued reads or writes is interrupted by TRIM commands. Each TRIM
command forces the device driver to issue the TRIM solely, wait for its completion, and then continue to issue further queueable requests to the device. This
decreases the degree of parallelism in processing I/O requests.
The integration of the TRIM command into current operating systems happens
mainly through the filesystem drivers but also through the swap space drivers.
In order to benefit from the TRIM command, filesystems have to be aware of
4

the possibility to use TRIM and make use of it. Filesystems usually make use of
the TRIM command when a particular part of the storage space does no longer
contain needed data, e.g., when a file has been deleted. In this case, the set
of LBA ranges that were assigned to the deleted file is trimmed. This can be
performed immediately or postponed in order to trim a larger part of storage
space at a later time, e.g., when more changes of the filesystem content have
been accomplished.
2.3

RAID

RAIDs involve the aggregation of multiple drives in order to increase the performance, reliability or the storage capacity of the resulting logical drive. Patterson
et al. [11] introduced RAIDs initially. Since then, further RAID organizations
and optimizations of the existing organizations have been introduced [1, 8, 10].
Performance analyzes and surveys can, for example, be found in [2, 6]. The key
concepts incorporated into RAIDs are data striping, data mirroring and the
maintenance of parity information.
Data striping aggregates the local address ranges of the member drives and
decomposes data portions to scatter them across the member drives to increase
the throughput. The data is organized in logically continuous data portions
named stripes, which comprise multiple chunks distributed over the member
drives. A disadvantage of pure striping is that it suffers more likely from a data
loss since for multiple drives, a drive failure becomes more probable. Data mirroring is intended to reduce the chance of a data loss due to a drive failure by
keeping multiple copies of the data. This comes with a lower throughput and
usable storage capacity. Parity information can be used to improve throughput
and reliability. This is achieved by augmenting data striping with parity information in order to be able to recover data when drives fail or when a sector
becomes inaccessible. RAID configurations are differentiated according to their
level. Commonly used RAID levels are RAID 0 (pure data striping), RAID 1
(pure data mirroring), RAID 5 and RAID 6 (data striping with one or two parities, respectively). Additionally, multiple RAID devices can be combined to a
hierarchical RAID (e.g., RAID 10, RAID 50 or RAID 60).

3

Incorporating TRIM support into RAIDs

In this section, we first describe the translation of TRIM commands and the
processing of parity updates in hardware and software RAID implementations.
Both can be necessary in order to appropriately handle TRIM commands issued
to a RAID device. In the second part of this section, we then consider the
propagation of TRIM commands in RAID organizations.
3.1

Handling the TRIM command in RAIDs

From the perspective of a RAID device (regardless of whether a hardware or
a software RAID implementation is used), a TRIM command has to be handled
5

similar to a write request because a TRIM command issued to a RAID device
has to be translated into one or more TRIM commands that must be sent to the
affected member drives. In contrast to a write request that provides a single LBA
range, a TRIM command can include multiple LBA ranges, where each of them
consists of a starting address (LBA sector number) and a number of sectors to
be trimmed beginning with the given LBA sector number. Depending on the
used RAID level, an address translation and a parity information update may
also be required in order to serve a TRIM command. In the following subsections,
we explain how TRIM commands can be handled in RAIDs considering different
RAID levels. We start with the parity-less RAID levels (RAID 0 and RAID 1),
continue with the parity-based RAID levels (RAID 5 and RAID 6) and finally
discuss hierarchical RAID levels (e.g., RAID 10).
RAID implementations will use a part of the available storage capacity for
metadata in certain RAID setups. This leads to an overall storage capacity
that is smaller than the total capacity of the underlying devices. Storing the
RAID metadata on the member drives necessitates shifting the local address
range. Furthermore, some RAID implementations permit to use partitions of
the member drives, which causes a further shift of the address range. However,
these considerations involve shifting addresses by a fixed offset only and are,
therefore, excluded in the following description of TRIM translation.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for translation of LBA range to chunk ranges.
Input:
– LBA range r = {start, length}
– chunk size csize in sectors
Output: List Lc of chunk ranges.
Lc := {}
sectors := r .length
chunk length := csize
position := r .start
while sectors > 0 do
offset := position mod csize
if sectors ≥ (csize − offset) then
chunk length := csize − offset
else
chunk length := sectors
end if
c := (position ÷ csize : offset : chunk length)
Lc := Lc ∪ {c}
position := position + chunk length
sectors := sectors − chunk length
end while
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Parity-Less RAID Levels. The parity-less RAID levels RAID 0 and RAID 1
pursue two different goals: while RAID 0 uses data striping and focuses on
increasing performance, RAID 1 uses data mirroring targeting mainly at a higher
reliability. In RAID 0 configurations, the (global) LBA range of the RAID device
is divided in fixed-size chunks (also called stripe units) that are distributed over
multiple drives in round-robin manner. Hence, a LBA range that is provided
with a TRIM command can span one or more chunks. In addition to this, one
or two of the spanned chunks can be covered only partially, i.e., the LBA range
provided with a TRIM command may not be aligned to the chunk boundaries. For
RAID configurations that employ data striping such as RAID 0, the translation
of a LBA range supplied with a TRIM command can be carried out in two steps.
In the first step, the affected chunks are determined by decomposing the given
LBA range. This can be performed according to the algorithm 1 that maps a
LBA range to chunk ranges. The second step is the mapping of chunk ranges
to local LBA ranges of the member drives. A chunk range (num : start : len)
comprises the chunk number given by num, a starting sector start and the range
length len in sectors.
After the identification of the affected chunks, the calculated chunk ranges
are mapped to the underlying drives in order to accomplish the TRIM command
on the RAID device. RAID 0 configurations maintain no parity information. For
this reason, all chunks contain data. This permits a straight-forward mapping of
chunk ranges to LBA ranges on underlying devices: For a RAID 0 configuration
with n drives and a chunk range (num : start : len), the corresponding drive
number equates to num mod n. The starting sector is computed as [(num ÷
n) · csize ] + start, where csize corresponds to the number of sectors per chunk and
num ÷ n to the stripe number. Please note that ÷ denotes an integer division.
An example of TRIM translation is shown in Fig. 1.
To support TRIM in RAID 1 configurations, a single TRIM command issued to
a RAID device has to be duplicated and sent to each member drive. An address
translation like for RAID 0 configuration is not necessary as the address ranges
of the mirrors are not aggregated. However, as already mentioned, it can be
necessary to shift the addresses in real RAID systems, which is neglected in the
following example. The example shown in Fig. 2 illustrates the duplication of a
TRIM command in a RAID 1 organization with 4 drives used for quadruple data
mirroring.
Parity-Based RAID Levels. The parity-based RAID levels RAID 5 and
RAID 6 protect data with one or two parities, respectively. Parity-based RAID
levels with more than two parities are possibly needed in the future for data
reliability reasons [8]. For these levels, a similar approach as depicted in the
following can be used.
Similar to RAID 0, parity-based RAID configurations rely on data striping
and, thus, necessitate an address translation to support TRIM commands issued
to the RAID device. Furthermore, the parity information has also to be updated
after issuing TRIM commands to the underlying drives to keep the parity infor7

TRIM(408,128)

Translation to chunk
ranges

(12:24:8)

(13:0:32)
(15:0:32)

(14:0:32)
(16:0:24)

Mapping to TRIM commands
for member drives
TRIM(128,24)
TRIM(120,8)

TRIM(96,32)

TRIM(96,32)

TRIM(96,32)

drive 0

drive 1

drive 2

drive 3

RAID0, 4x 80 GB drives, 32 sectors per chunk
TRIM(<first LBA>,<#sectors>)

(<no.>:<oﬀset>:<#sectors>)

Fig. 1. Exemplary TRIM translation in a RAID 0 configuration with 4 drives.
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TRIM(408,128)

Duplication of TRIM command
for member drives

TRIM(408,128)

TRIM(408,128)

TRIM(408,128)

TRIM(408,128)

drive 0

drive 1

drive 2

drive 3

RAID1, 4x 80 GB drives, quadruple mirroring
TRIM(<first LBA>,<#sectors>)

Fig. 2. Exemplary TRIM translation in a RAID 1 configuration with quadruple data
mirroring.

mation consistent with the data. In the following, we first describe the address
translation and deal then with the required updates of the parity information.
The first step of the address translation is identical to RAID 0 configurations
explained in the previous paragraph, i.e., for each TRIM command all affected
chunks can be determined using algorithm 1. For the second step, the parity
information has also to be considered. For example, in a RAID 5 setup only one
chunk per stripe carries parity information, while RAID 6 configurations possess
two parity chunks per stripe. Besides the different number of parity chunks per
stripe, several parity placement layouts have been proposed. Each parity placement layout can be characterized by a parity-placement-function. The location
of the data chunks is then described by an appropriate data-mapping-function.
Widely used parity-placement-functions in conjunction with the corresponding
data-mapping-functions can be found in [7]. According to the authors of [5]
and [7], the left-symmetric parity placement and its variants offer the best performance for RAID 5 configurations employing HDDs. As a consequence, this
scheme (Fig. 3) is used by default in current RAID implementations, e.g., in
Linux Software RAID.
In this report, we examine the translation of a TRIM command in parity-based
RAID configurations using the left-symmetric parity placement as an example.
The following description of mapping the chunk ranges to LBA ranges on un9

derlying drives can be easily transferred to other parity placement algorithms
by using the appropriate data-mapping-function and parity-placement-function.

i=0
i=1
i=2
i=3
i=4

D0 D1 D2 D3 P0
D5 D6 D7 P1 D4
D10 D11 P2 D8 D9
D15 P3 D12 D13 D14
P4 D16 D17 D18 D19

i=0
i=1
i=2
i=3
i=4

(a) RAID 5

Q0 D0
D3 D4
D7 D8
D11 P3
P4 Q4

D1 D2 P0
D5 P1 Q1
P2 Q2 D6
Q3 D9 D10
D12 D13 D14

(b) RAID 6

Fig. 3. Left-symmetric parity layout in a RAID 5 (a) and in a RAID 6 (b), both
comprising 5 drives. Each column corresponds to a drive, while data chunks are denoted
by Dk . Parity chunks for the stripe i (row) are denoted by Pi in a RAID 5 (a) as well
as by Pi and Qi in a RAID 6 (b).

Consider a RAID 5 configuration with n drives and p = 1 parity chunks per
stripe that uses left-symmetric parity placement. To determine the corresponding
drive for a chunk range (num : start : len), we first compute the stripe number
m = num ÷ (n − p). The next step is to calculate the index p drive of the
drive that holds the parity chunk for stripe m. This is equal to p drive = (n −
p) − (m mod n). Then, the index of the drive containing the particular data
chunk corresponds to d drive = (p drive + (num mod (n − p)) + 1) mod n.
The number of the starting sector equals to (m · csize ) + start like for RAID 0
configurations. The translation of a TRIM command in a RAID 5 is illustrated
by an example shown in Fig. 4.
The main difference between RAID 5 and RAID 6 configurations is that the
latter impose two parity chunks per stripe. The parity placement algorithms for
RAID 5 configurations can also be applied to RAID 6 configurations. Therefore, we also use the left-symmetric parity placement for RAID 6 configurations
in the following. For a RAID 6 configuration with n drives and p = 2 parity
chunks per stripe, the stripe number m for a chunk range (num : start : len)
is given by m = num ÷ (n − p). The index p drive of the drive that holds
the first parity chunk equates to p drive = (n − 1) − (m mod n), while the
index q drive of the drive comprising the second parity chunk is computed as
q drive = (p drive + 1) mod n. The particular data chunk is located on the
drive with the index d drive = (p drive + (num mod (n − p)) + 2) mod n. The
number of the starting sector can be computed in the same way as for RAID 0
10

TRIM(408,128)

Translation to chunk
ranges

(12:24:8)

(13:0:32)
(15:0:32)

(14:0:32)
(16:0:24)

Mapping to TRIM commands
for member drives
TRIM(160,24)
TRIM(152,8)

TRIM(128,32)

TRIM(128,32)

TRIM(160,32)

drive 0

drive 1

drive 2

drive 3

RAID5, 4x 80 GB drives, 32 sectors per chunk,
left-symmetric parity placement
TRIM(<first LBA>,<#sectors>)

(<no.>:<oﬀset>:<#sectors>)

Fig. 4. Exemplary TRIM translation in a RAID 5 configuration with 4 drives.
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TRIM(408,128)

Translation to chunk
ranges

(12:24:8)

(13:0:32)
(15:0:32)

(14:0:32)
(16:0:24)

Mapping to TRIM commands
for member drives
TRIM(224,32)
TRIM(192,32)

TRIM(256,24)

TRIM(224,32)

TRIM(216,8)

drive 0

drive 1

drive 2

drive 3

RAID6, 4x 80 GB drives, 32 sectors per chunk,
left-symmetric parity placement
TRIM(<first LBA>,<#sectors>)

(<no.>:<oﬀset>:<#sectors>)

Fig. 5. Exemplary TRIM translation in a RAID 6 configuration with 4 drives.
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and RAID 5 configurations. An exemplary translation process of a TRIM command in a RAID 6 organization is depicted in Fig. 5.
Since the parity information must always be consistent with the data, it has
to be updated after a TRIM command was processed. A useful drive characteristic that would ease the maintenance of a consistent state in parity-based RAIDs
would be that subsequent read requests to a trimmed LBA range always return
the same data. However, the SATA standard [14] tolerates that subsequent reads
of trimmed logical blocks may return different data. The exact behavior of a subsequent read request to a trimmed sector is reported by a particular SATA device
when the IDENTIFY DEVICE command [14] is issued to it. There are three
possibilities: The first is that each read of a trimmed sector may return different
data, i.e., an SSD shows non-deterministic trim behavior. We denote this variant
of trim behavior as “ND TRIM” for the rest of this report. The remaining two possibilities represent a deterministic trim behavior, where all subsequent reads of a
trimmed logical block return the same data, which can be either arbitrary (denoted as “DX TRIM”) or contain only zero-valued bytes (denoted as “DZ TRIM”).
The SATA standard [14] leaves for the variant DX TRIM open whether the returned data will be the same for different sectors or not.
The variant DZ TRIM permits the most comfortable handling of parity information updates. In this case, parity updates can be performed like for requests
to write only zero-valued bytes into a particular logical block and without the
necessity to read the trimmed logical block subsequently. A description of the
parity update process for write requests in parity-based RAIDs can, e.g., be
found in [4, section 24.3]. The reconstruction of data (e.g., in case of a drive failure or a erroneous sector) and the verification of data does not require particular
attention if DZ TRIM is used because all trimmed logical blocks will return only
zero-valued bytes.
However, the situation is different for the remaining two cases: DX TRIM and
ND TRIM. The variant DX TRIM may require to read each of the trimmed sectors
in order to recalculate the parity properly. This will entail additional read operations and further lower the throughput of the RAID device or at least extend
the completion time of a TRIM command. The situation becomes even more complicated for ND TRIM. The reason is that the stored parity information might be
considered invalid during the reconstruction or verification of stored data because a read of trimmed sectors may deliver different values compared to the
time of parity calculation. Both cases, DX TRIM and ND TRIM, can be handled by
maintaining a permanently stored bitmap for all sectors in that the corresponding sectors are marked as either valid or trimmed. Then, the parity calculations
are performed for a marked sector like for sectors that comprise only zero-valued
bytes. Correspondingly, write requests with data solely composed of zero-valued
bytes can also be superseded by a TRIM command instead of a writing operation. For the reconstruction or verification of data, the current values of the
marked sectors are simply not considered. The described approach can also make
reading trimmed sectors obsolete for DX TRIM. Considering the impact of TRIM
commands on the reliability of a RAID device, the situation is the same as for
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regular write requests. If a failure (e.g., power loss, system crash) occurs during
the writing of data, the parity information can become inconsistent with the
data. However, for RAID setups maintaining a bitmap with the trimming state
of each sector, this information may additionally become inconsistent in case of
a failure.
In addition to trimming the LBA ranges covered by data chunks whose content is considered as no longer needed by a overlying filesystem, the storage
space used by parity chunks can be trimmed as well in certain situations. This
occurs when the resulting parity chunk would comprise only zero-valued bytes.
Parity calculations are performed sector-wise, meaning that the first sector of a
parity chunk contains the parity information generated by the first sector within
each data chunk in a stripe. Due to this, it is possible that only a part of sectors
within a parity chunk can be trimmed because they will contain solely zerovalued bytes. This method of trimming parity chunks in whole or in part can
be applied to all three variants of trim behavior. However, the cases DX TRIM
and ND TRIM require that trimmed sectors located within parity chunks are also
marked within the bitmap used to maintain the trim status of each sector.
Hierarchical RAID Levels. Hierarchical RAID levels (e.g., RAID 10, RAID 55
and RAID 60) combine two RAID levels hierarchically by using a set of RAID devices as “member drives” for creating a new RAID device. For example, RAID 10
realizes a stripe set of mirrors, while RAID 60 comprises a stripe set of distributed
double parity sets.
To support TRIM in a hierarchical RAID configuration, the translation of TRIM
commands has to take place several times. Considering a RAID 60 organization,
an address translation is first performed on the top-level RAID 0 and then
for each of the underlying RAID 6 devices. In contrast to this, in a RAID 10
configuration, an address translation has to be performed only on the top-level
RAID 0, while the resulting TRIM commands are simply duplicated and sent to
each member drive of the bottom-level RAID 1 devices. An example of TRIM
translation in a RAID 10 is depicted in Fig. 6.
Besides direct attached RAID devices, hierarchical RAID configurations can
be found in storage networks, where a bunch of remote RAID devices is combined to a logical RAID device. For example, multiple RAID 6 devices deployed
in different hosts can be connected through Internet Small Computer System
Interface (iSCSI) and combined to one logical RAID 6 device.
3.2

Propagation of the TRIM command in RAIDs

Filesystems generate TRIM commands in order to notify SSDs of storage space
parts with no longer needed content. These parts of storage capacity can be
reclaimed by the garbage collection mechanism in order to gain more free flash
capacity (cf. Sect. 2.2). Contemporary storage system architectures can include
multiple intermediate layers between a filesystem and the physical block devices
(e.g., SSDs). To ensure that the generated TRIM commands go down to the SSDs,
14

TRIM(408,128)

Duplication of TRIM command
for bottom-level RAIDs

RAID1, 2x 160 GB RAID0 devices, mirroring

Translation to chunk
ranges

Translation to chunk
ranges

(12:24:8)

(13:0:32)
(15:0:32)

(14:0:32)

(12:24:8)

(13:0:32)
(15:0:32)

(16:0:24)

(14:0:32)
(16:0:24)

Mapping to TRIM commands
for member drives

Mapping to TRIM commands
for member drives
TRIM(256,24)

TRIM(256,24)
TRIM(224,32)

TRIM(224,32)

TRIM(224,32)

TRIM(224,32)

TRIM(216,8)

TRIM(192,32)

TRIM(216,8)

TRIM(192,32)

drive 0

drive 1

drive 0

drive 1

RAID0, 2x 80 GB drives,
32 sectors per chunk

RAID0, 2x 80 GB drives,
32 sectors per chunk

TRIM(<first LBA>,<#sectors>)

(<no.>:<oﬀset>:<#sectors>)

Fig. 6. Example of TRIM translation in a hierarchical RAID 10 configuration comprising
4 drives.
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each intermediate layer must be able to propagate TRIM requests to the underlying layer. Our focus lies on configurations that employ RAID implementations as
intermediate layers. Sect. 3.1 explains the steps required to appropriately handle
TRIM commands at a RAID layer in order to propagate them to the to underlying layer. However, the performance penalty introduced by TRIM commands in
combination with NCQ (Sect. 2.2) has to be taken into account.
It can be beneficial to delay the sending of TRIM commands to the physical
block devices, e.g., when read and write requests using NCQ are processed or
the utilization of a physical block device is high, in general. A further application case for delaying TRIM commands are situations, where it can be more
advantageous to merge multiple TRIM requests in order to reduce their number
and trim a larger part of storage capacity, for example, in workloads with many
TRIM requests comprising only few sectors. The merging of TRIM requests is already implemented in some filesystems, e.g., ext4fs [9]. However, the problem
is that intermediate layers often do not possess enough information about the
current state of the physical block devices. Therefore, delaying TRIM commands
should be performed at the layer that directly controls the physical block devices. Then, it would be sufficient when the intermediate layers would only pass
the translated TRIM commands to the subjacent layer.
An unfavorable side effect of delaying TRIM commands that has to be considered is a possible inconsistency in parity-based RAIDs when TRIM requests are
delayed too long. The reason is that a device failure can prevent the processing
of the delayed TRIM requests although the parity information was already updated considering the trimmed sectors. Furthermore, a race condition between
TRIM commands and subsequent read requests can occur. Both problems can be
avoided by overwriting the sectors addressed by the present TRIM requests for
example with zero-valued bytes, if the physical block device exhibits the variant DZ TRIM of trim behavior. In the cases DX TRIM and ND TRIM, overwriting
sectors referred to by outstanding TRIM commands is unnecessary due to the
fact that they are marked as trimmed and, hence, treated like containing solely
zero-valued bytes. Another option for avoiding inconsistencies due to delayed
TRIM is keeping track of outstanding TRIM requests using a bitmap, which is
stored permanently and can survive a failure like a power loss. Further issues
can occur when TRIM requests are delayed for varying lengths of time on the
different physical block devices. For such cases, there should be a possibility
of forcing immediate processing of outstanding TRIM commands on all physical
block devices.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

Incorporating the TRIM command into SSD-based RAID architectures is an important step to maintain high transfer and I/O rates for write requests in such
architectures. This task can be more conveniently achieved for parity-less RAID
configurations. However, incorporating TRIM into a parity-based RAID setup
results in new challenges mainly resulting from the read behavior of trimmed
16

sectors. Furthermore, it can result in overhead caused by additional parity calculations and drive accesses. Nevertheless, the incorporation of the TRIM command
into RAID configurations promises an increased RAID write performance when
the interaction between TRIM commands and NCQ was appropriately taken into
account.
Our next step will be the development of a prototype implementation of
a TRIM-aware parity-based RAID. Based on this prototype, we will be able to
study the behavior of a TRIM-aware parity-based RAID configurations. We will
focus on the quantification of the additional overhead introduced by the required
parity update operations. By this, we expect to get insights into how to build
efficient high-performance SSD RAID systems.
A further direction would be to develop an architecture supporting the propagation of TRIM not only in RAID implementations but also in all intermediate
indirection layers between the filesystem and the SSDs. In such architectures
each indirection layer has to translate TRIM commands and pass them directly
to the underlying layer, except for the lowest layer that owns the exclusive control over the physical block devices and, hence, will have an reliable utilization
information. This will allow to realize an efficient delaying and merging of TRIM
requests intended for a particular physical block device.
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